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The combination of semiconductor quantum well structures and strongly piezoelectric crystals leads
to a system in which surface acoustic waves with very large amplitudes can interact with charge carriers
in the well. The surface acoustic wave induces a dynamic lateral superlattice potential in the plane of
the quantum well which is strong enough to spatially break up a two-dimensional electron system into
moving wires of trapped charge. This transition is manifested in an increase of the electron transport ve-
locity with sound amplitude, eventually reaching the sound velocity. The sound absorption by the elec-
tron system then becomes governed by nonlinearities and is strongly reduced. We study the transition
from the linear towards the strongly nonlinear regime of interaction and present a theoretical description
of such phenomena in a 2D system. [S0031-9007(99)08621-4]

PACS numbers: 73.50.Rb, 72.50.+b, 73.50.Fq
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Electron transport in semiconductor quantum we
structures is usually governed by drift or diffusive curren
flow. Also ballistic carrier motion can be observed
provided that the size of the system is smaller than t
mean-free path, ranging up to some hundred microns
very pure semiconductor material. Conceptually differe
from those mechanisms are transport phenomena ba
on momentum transfer from externally propagating en
ties to the electron system. Such “dragging” experimen
have been studied in great detail in double electron lay
systems [1], where internal “Coulomb friction” betwee
the two layers causes the dragging force. “Phot
drag” induced transport was observed for intersubba
transitions of a quasi-two-dimensional electron syste
(2DES) [2]. Nagamuneet al. [3] observed the effect of a
dc current on the drift of optically generated carriers in
quantum well. Acoustic charge transport (ACT) has be
investigated on a variety of different systems in view o
possible device applications [4]. Using surface acous
waves (SAW), Rockeet al. [5] showed that photogen-
erated electron-hole pairs in a semiconductor quantu
well can be efficiently trapped in the moving latera
potential of the sound wave and then be reassembled i
photonic signals. Recently, SAW have been combin
with Coulomb blockade to drive single electrons throug
a quantum point contact [6]. In addition, the interactio
between SAW and mobile charges in semiconductor la
ered structures has become an important method to st
the dynamic conductivity of low-dimensional systems i
quantum wells. These studies include the integer qua
tum Hall effect [7], the fractional quantum Hall effect [8]
Fermi surfaces of composite Fermions around a half-fill
Landau level [9], and commensurability effects caused
the lateral superlattice induced by a SAW [10]. Thes
studies, however, were restricted to the small signal lim
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i.e., to a regime where the presence of the lateral poten
of a piezoelectric wave does not significantly modula
the carrier density in the quantum well.

Here, we would like to report on experiments, whe
we employ SAW with a large piezoelectric potential am
plitude comparable to the band gap of the semiconduc
Such high SAW potentials strongly modulate the equili
rium density distribution of the electron system in a qua
tum well. This leads to a new and nonlinear interactio
between the wave and the carriers, eventually breaking
the electron system into spatially separated wires of char
These wires are propagating at the speed of sound in the
rection of the wave. It is very difficult to realize SAW with
such large amplitudes on GaAs-based structures. The
fore, we introduced a hybridization technique, where w
use the strong piezoelectricity of a host crystal (LiNbO3)
to couple the fields of a SAW to the electron system
GaAs-based quantum wells [11]. We fabricate these h
brid structures employing an epitaxial lift-off (ELO) tech
nique [12]. The semiconductor layered system is grown
molecular beam epitaxy, starting with an AlAs sacrificia
layer above the GaAs substrate. This layer is followed
the active heterostructure containing an In0.2Ga0.8As quan-
tum well embedded in modulation doped Al0.2Ga0.8As bar-
riers. The 12 nm InGaAs quantum well contains a hig
quality 2DES (m . 5000 cm2yV s at room temperature),
to which Ohmic contacts are formed. By etching the AlA
layer, we remove the active semiconductor layer from t
substrate and transfer it to the LiNbO3 [11]. There, the film
is tightly bonded to the substrate surface by van der Wa
forces. Metal interdigital transducers (IDT) on the LiNbO3
serve to launch and detect the SAW. Then the ELO fi
is patterned and provided with a thin NiCr film acting a
a gate electrode. The distance between the 2DES
the LiNbO3 surface is just 32 nm, whereas the distan
© 1999 The American Physical Society 2171
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between the 2DES and the gate electrode is 450 nm in or
to reduce the screening of the SAW fields by the electrod
To examine the transport properties of the electron syste
in the traveling acoustic wave, we developed the samp
geometry shown in Fig. 1. A continuous rf signal is ap
plied to the left IDT and generates a continuous SAW. Th
center part of the ELO film represents the transport regio
where electrons are traveling in the wave potential. A co
responding transport gate is used to control the electr
densityNs (Fig. 1). For optimum transport conditions, a
negative transport voltageVt  28 V is applied to this
gate, such that the electron system is nearly depleted.
charge the traveling wave potential wells with electrons,
narrow injection gate is used, as indicated in Fig. 1. R
moving the otherwise negative bias at this gate for a sh
moment (0.3 ms) injects charge into the potential wells o
the SAW. The traveling lateral potential wells of the SAW
flush a certain amount of these electrons into the transp
region, where they can be completely trapped in the valle
of the SAW potential. When leaving the transport chan
nel, they are swept into the region of a third gate, actin
as a Schottky diode charge detector, which can be read
with an oscilloscope.

Figure 2 shows this detected transport signal as a fun
tion of time and SAW intensity at room temperature. I
this case the frequency isf  340 MHz, corresponding
to a SAW wavelength of aboutl  10 mm. The low-
est trace displays the voltage applied to the injection ga
(right vertical axis) showing that electrons are injecte
for Dt  335 ns. The upper family of traces represent
the detected charge signal for different SAW intensitie
where the lowest trace corresponds to the highest rf pow
(30.5 dBm, corresponding to 72 Wym). At this high
power, a large signal is detected at the read-out gate afte
delay time of 650 ns. Remarkably, with decreasing SAW

FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of a cut through the symmetry ax
along the SAW propagation direction of the sample. The th
GaAs film (not drawn to scale) is partially covered by gat
electrodes. Also shown is a schematic picture of the conducti
band EC being modulated by the SAW potential at the tim
of charge injection. The vertical layer system, including th
vertical conduction band structure, is also displayed.
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amplitude, the detected signal broadens and the time de
between injection and detection increases significantly.

In order to understand these phenomena we develo
a nonlinear theory for the acoustoelectric interaction in 2
[13]. Most of the former theoretical studies [14] on th
SAW absorption and the drag in 2D electron systems rel
to the linear regime of the interaction, when the equilibriu
electron densityNs is much larger than the perturbation
dnssx, td caused by the SAW. Heret andx are the time
and the in-plane coordinate along the SAW-propagati
direction, respectively. However, in our system, the SAW
amplitude is so large that we have to consider nonline
phenomena. In a simple approach, the surface elect
current is well described by the Drude model,jsx, td 
ssx, tdExsx, td, where ssx, td  emnssx, td is the sheet
conductivity,m is the mobility,nssx, td is the modulated
electron density, andEx is the in-plane electric field.
To make the problem self-consistent we writeEx 
ESAW 1 Eind, whereESAW and Eind are created by the
SAW and the perturbed electron densitynssx, td, respec-
tively. The electric field of the SAW has the usual form
ESAW  E0 sinskx 2 vtd, where k denotes the SAW
wave vector. Then, the potential induced by the electr
plasmafind is determined by the functionnssx, td. The

FIG. 2. Injection gate voltage and signal at the detection ga
as a function of time at room temperature. Between each tra
of the ACT signal, the applied power was changed by 0.5 d
For clarity, the curves are shifted against each other. The in
shows the measured transport velocity as a function of SA
power and the calculated velocity.
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Fourier transforms of these quantities are connect
via findsq, td  2enssq, tdyfeeffsjqjd jqjg [15], where
the effective dielectric constanteeffsjqjd  e0sep 1

es cothjqjad, and ep and es are the dielectric constants
of the piezoelectric and semiconductor crystals, resp
tively. a is the distance between the 2DES and th
gate. nssx, td is described by the continuity equation
e≠nsy≠t 2 ≠jy≠x  0. All quantities in our equa-
tions depend only onsx 2 ytd, where y denotes the
SAW velocity. Thus we can introduce a new variab
x1  x 2 yt. The resulting equation fornssx1d turns out
to be both nonlinear and nonlocal. In a gated syste
such as in our case, we can simplify this equation
the long wavelength limitka ø 1 [16]. In this limit
the connection betweenfind and ns becomes local,
findsx1d  2eanssx1dyse0esd. Then, after one integra-
tion in the continuity equation, we get

ensm

"
ea

e0es

dns

dx1
1 E0 sinskx1d

#
1 eyns  A0 , (1)

whereA0 is a constant. The solution of Eq. (1) should b
periodic and continuous. Numerical solutions for variou
average 2D densitiesNs  knesx1dl are shown in the inset
of Fig. 3. Here the bracketsk· · ·l denote the average
over l. It can be seen that the electron system form
separated stripes for small values ofNs. F0  E0yk is
the amplitude of the SAW potential. It follows from
Eq. (1) that in the regime of separated stripsA0  0,
and the average local velocity of the electron plasm
kyesx1dl  kjlyeNs, is at its maximum and equal to the
sound velocityy.

In the inset of Fig. 2 we plot the experimental dat
for the average velocity of the conveyed electrons
calculated from the length of the transport channel (2 mm
and the delay time of the maximum of the charg
signal. With increasing SAW intensity, this velocity als
increases and eventually saturates at the SAW veloc
Two sets of data taken atf  340 MHz and f 
114 MHz are shown. The potentialF0 is calculated from
the SAW intensityISAW . Also depicted in the inset is the
result of our numerical calculation of the average veloci
using the parametersNs  2.5 3 1010 cm22 and m 
5000 cm2yV s. Our relatively simple model reproduce
the experimental behavior very well. The saturation
ye reflects the formation of electron stripes.

The SAW piezoelectric fields can be so strong that
bunching of charge can occur in a formerly homogeneo
electron system in the well. For this reason, we inves
gate the SAW transmission through a homogeneous el
tron system as a function of SAW power. As has be
shown before [14] in the small signal limit, the attenu
ation of the SAW depends on the sheet conductivity
the 2DES, exhibiting a maximum at a certain conducti
ity sm. For large SAW intensities, however, the attenu
ation G behaves quite differently:G is strongly reduced
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FIG. 3. Measured attenuation and velocity change of a SA
as a function of gate voltage for different rf power. Th
lower part shows the calculated attenuation as a function of
carrier concentrationNs. In the inset we plot the calculate
local carrier concentrationns as a function of the in-plane
coordinate for different total carrier concentrationNs. The
numbers attached to the plots correspond toNs in units of
1010 cm22.

with increasing SAW power and the maximum atten
ation shifts to smaller gate bias and thus higher conduc
ity. This experimental finding is shown in Fig. 3, whe
we plot the electronic SAW attenuation as a function
gate bias and for different SAW power levels. In th
case, the sample is a hybrid in which a single homo
neous gate electrode is used to change the carrier con
tration underneath.

The absorption of the SAW by the electrons is given
the quantityQ  kjESAW l. When the electron velocityye

becomes equal toy, the SAW absorptionQ also reaches its
maximum,Qmax  ey2Nsym. This can also be seen from
the following: In the Drude model, the absorption can
written asQ  kjESAW l  kmpnssxdy2

e sxdytl, wheremp

and t are the effective electron mass and the relaxat
2173
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time, respectively. Whenyesxd becomes equal toy, the
dissipation reaches its maximum,Q  Qmax. The nonlin-
ear absorption coefficient,G  QyISAW , as a function of
Ns was calculated using the solutions of Eq. (1) (see t
lower part of Fig. 3). For small intensities,G is given by
the well-known formula [14],

G0 
K2

H

2
k

sysm

1 1 ssysmd2 , (2)

wheresm  eeffy andK2
H is the effective electromechani-

cal coupling coefficient of the layered system [17]. I
our system,K2

H is 2 orders of magnitude larger than o
monolithic GaAs. In the limit of highF0 the absorp-
tion coefficient is given byG  QmaxyISAW ~ 1yISAW
and decreases with increasing SAW intensity. Theory a
experiment are in good agreement: For large SAW pow
the calculated absorption coefficient decreases and the
sition of the maximum of the attenuation is shifted toward
higher carrier concentration.

The shift of the SAW velocity due to the elec
tron plasma in a linear theory [14] is given by2sy 2

yscdyyoc  K2
Hyf1 1 1ssysmd2g, whereysc is the SAW

velocity for the conductive 2DES andyoc is the velocity
for a depleted electron system. Experimentally, we fin
in the nonlinear regime, that the total change of the SA
velocity remains constant, in spite of the large intensi
ISAW . The curves are only shifted towards larger co
ductivity s (Fig. 3). In order to understand this behavio
one has to consider the limiting cases for the conduct
ity: For zero gate bias, the electron density is too lar
to be bunched into stripes, therefore the SAW velocity
the same as for small SAW intensity. For a fully deplete
electron system, the SAW velocity reaches its maximu
and is obviously independent of the SAW intensity.

In summary, we have investigated the interaction b
tween a low-dimensional electron system in a semico
ductor quantum well and a surface acoustic wave
very large amplitude. The acoustoelectric interaction
now governed by strongly nonlinear effects, leading to
bunching of charge in the potential wells of the SAW
In a first experiment, we were able to directly observ
the phonon drag of the carriers in the transition betwe
the weak momentum transfer and a fully trapped regim
In a second experiment, we find that the electronic SA
attenuation strongly decreases with increasing SAW a
plitude. Both experiments can be described as emplo
ing a nonlinear theory of acoustoelectric interaction
2D systems.
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